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Abstract 17 

Successful implantation requires two-sided interaction between genetically normal embryo and 18 

properly prepared endometrium. At the cellular level the latter means hormone-regulated 19 

differentiation of endometrial stromal cells (ESCs) into decidual ones that create appropriate 20 

microenvironment for invading embryo. Impaired decidualization is proved to mediate 21 

implantation failures. Here we elicited ESCs’ senescence as the cause for disturbed 22 

decidualization of endometrial stroma and impaired blastocyst implantation. Ability to 23 

decidualize and to accept modeled blastocysts inversely correlated with senescence in patients’ 24 

ESCs lines. Reduced hormonal responsiveness of senescent ESCs led to inappropriate 25 

decidualization dynamics resulting in altered receptivity, disturbed ligand-receptor interaction 26 

with trophoblasts and modified architecture of extracellular matrix what hindered blastocysts’ 27 

invasion. Furthermore, senescent ESCs caused ‘bystander’ quenching of decidual reaction in 28 

adjacent cells reinforcing dysfunction of stromal compartment. Implementation of senomorphics 29 

reducing senescence phenotype diminished adverse effects of senescent ESCs on decidualization 30 

and implantation using both in vitro models and patients’ lines, what suggests a promising 31 

strategy to increase in vitro fertilization efficacy. 32 

 33 

Keywords: embryo implantation/endometrial stromal 34 

cells/decidualization/senescence/senomorphics  35 

 36 

Introduction 37 

The more data on cell senescence appear, the more difficult it becomes to find an 38 

unambiguous definition for this phenomenon. From the very beginning senescence could be 39 

simply defined as an irreversible proliferation loss of cells with uncapped telomere ends 40 

(Hayflick, 1965; Campisi, 1996). In contrast to apoptotic cells, senescent cells preserve viability 41 

and metabolic activity though harboring severe intracellular alterations (Campisi, 1996). 42 

Depending on the inducer’s nature the panel of senescence forms was substantially extended. 43 

Today stress-induced, oncogene-induced, tumor suppressor-induced, therapy-induced forms of 44 
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senescence are described along with the replicative one (Campisi, 1996; Serrano et al, 1997; 45 

Toussaint et al, 2000; Roninson et al, 2001; Peeper, 2010; Demaria et al, 2017). Furthermore, 46 

senescence was initially considered as a response inherent only to proliferating cells. However, 47 

more recent findings elicit that some post-mitotic cells are also capable for senescence (von 48 

Zglinicki et al, 2020; Sapieha & Mallette, 2018). Bearing all these data in mind, the term 49 

‘senescence’ became far more complex compared to its original version.  50 

Simultaneously with the expansion of the term ‘senescence’ its functional outcomes were 51 

also revisited. Firstly, senescence was considered as an intrinsic anti-tumor barrier that prevented 52 

proliferation of cells bearing damages (Campisi et al, 1996). Next, it was shown that senescence-53 

associated secretory phenotype (SASP) produced by senescent cells can facilitate tumor 54 

development in the preneoplastic surrounding, suggesting its positive role in cancer progression 55 

(Coppé et al, 2010). Further, accumulation of senescent cells within tissues was proved to 56 

mediate their dysfunction and progression of various pathologies (Franceschi & Campisi, 2014; 57 

Borghesan et al, 2020; Karin & Alon, 2021). Contrarily, short-term presence of senescent cells 58 

appeared to be essential for optimal wound healing, tissue repair and regeneration, as well as 59 

during embryonic development (Demaria et al, 2014; Walters & Yun, 2020; Storer et al, 2013). 60 

Today the role of cellular senescence is extensively studied with regard to various pathologies 61 

(He & Sharpless, 2017; Borghesan et al, 2020; Karin & Alon, 2021). Promising results in 62 

treating diseases of different etiologies have been already obtained based on the senolytics or 63 

senomorphics applications, leading either to targeted killing of senescent cells or to reduction of 64 

SASP secretion (Song et al, 2020). However, from this point of view, endometrium and female 65 

infertility still remain poorly studied, probably, due to several obstacles, which will be discussed 66 

below.  67 

The obvious intricacy considering endometrium investigation is the complex dynamic 68 

nature of this tissue regulated by the multilevel hormonal networks (Deryabin et al, 2020; 69 

Critchley et al, 2020). Endometrium is an inner lining of the uterus that consists of two layers – 70 

basalis and functionalis. The crucial cellular components of both layers are endometrial stromal 71 

cells (ESCs). Each menstrual cycle starts with the proliferative/follicular phase during which 72 

ESCs from basalis actively proliferate forming new functional layer. Simultaneously, the 73 

dominant follicle matures in the ovary until the ovulation that occurs in the middle of the 74 

menstrual cycle. Ovulation results in the release of an egg from the ovary into fallopian tube. 75 

Subsequently, corpus luteum producing progesterone is formed at the site of the dominant 76 

follicle. This marks the onset of the second secretory/luteal phase of the menstrual cycle. During 77 

this phase functional layer of the endometrium undergoes crucial transformation governed 78 

mainly by progesterone synthesized by the corpus luteum. Such endometrial transformation is 79 

termed decidualization and at the cellular level presents tissue-specific differentiation of ESCs 80 

into decidual cells (Park et al, 2016; Yoshie et al, 2015; Okada et al, 2018). Proper 81 

decidualization mediates so-called ‘window of implantation’ (WOI) – short time-period when 82 

endometrial tissue becomes receptive and enables embryo implantation. Decidual cells are 83 

essential for trophoblast invasion and growth, prevention of maternal immunological rejection, 84 

promotion of angiogenesis, and thus for the establishment of pregnancy (Gellersen & Brosens, 85 

2014; Okada et al, 2018; Deryabin et al, 2020). In the absence of fertilization decidualized 86 

functional layer of the endometrium sheds and new proliferative phase begins.     87 

Despite of the obvious importance of proper endometrial functioning for embryo 88 

implantation, during rather long time period implantation failures were rarely associated with 89 
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endometrial factor. In this context, the main focus was and still is on the ovarian reserve and 90 

embryo quality. Largely due to the introduction of preimplantation genetic testing for aneuploidy 91 

(PGT-A) during in vitro fertilization (IVF), the impact of endometrium into the success of 92 

implantation became more evident (Tomari et al, 2020). Today about one-third of implantation 93 

failures is regarded to be mediated by inadequate endometrial receptivity (Altmäe et al, 2017; 94 

Tomari et al, 2020).  95 

Another important aspect regarding endometrial studying that also cannot be ignored is 96 

the inappropriateness of the common animal models. Together with humans, only higher 97 

primates, some species of bats, and the elephant shrew have menstruation, while most other 98 

mammals including mice and rats have estrous cycle instead of the menstrual one (Emera et al, 99 

2012). Besides for bleeding, there are other crucial differences between these two types of 100 

cycling, among which ESCs decidualization that begins only after embryo implantation in 101 

estrous cycle, while precedes implantation during menstrual cycle.   102 

Together these complexities might partially explain the minor interest in studying the role 103 

of cellular senescence in endometrial functioning and female fertility. Nevertheless, recently, the 104 

data regarding the existence of the relationship between ESCs decidualization and senescence 105 

began to appear (Lucas et al, 2016a; Lucas et al, 2016b; Brighton et al, 2017; Cha & Aronoff, 106 

2017; Marquez et al, 2017; Durairaj et al, 2017; Tomari et al, 2020). In particular, it was shown 107 

that altered ESCs secretome, in many ways similar to SASP, preceded implantation failure 108 

(Durairaj et al, 2017). Based on the DNA methylation analysis senescent ESCs were suggested 109 

to be partially responsible for decreased endometrial plasticity and thus might mediate recurrent 110 

pregnancy losses (Lucas et al, 2016a). Furthermore, it was speculated that implantation failure 111 

might be associated with enhanced level of ESCs senescence during the proliferative phase of 112 

the menstrual cycle (Tomari et al, 2020). Despite of the certain prerequisites that suggest the role 113 

of senescence in endometrium, today there is a lack of comprehensive understanding of how 114 

ESCs senescence might influence endometrial tissue functioning. Therefore, the aim of the 115 

present study was to investigate the contribution of ESCs senescence to decidual reaction and 116 

embryo implantation. 117 

 118 

Results 119 

1. Decidual reaction of the primary ESCs lines from IVF patients is inversely related to the 120 

degree of senescence  121 

To reveal possible biological role of ESCs senescence in endometrium functioning, we 122 

compared several primary ESCs lines by the level of senescence, on the one hand, and by the 123 

ability to differentiate into decidual cells, on the other. ESCs lines were obtained from patients 124 

planning to undergo IVF. Of note, ESCs isolation procedure was unified with regard to the phase 125 

of the menstrual cycle and the absence of any endometrial complications.  126 

In order to rank ESCs lines by the level of senescence, we estimated the following 127 

senescence-related parameters: cell size, lipofuscin accumulation, p21 expression and SA-β-Gal 128 

activity. Interestingly, primary ESCs lines varied significantly by the level of all the tested 129 

senescence markers, suggesting different degree of senescence (Fig EV1A–D).  130 

Since decidualization is the main physiological role of ESCs that mediates hormonal 131 

responsiveness of endometrial tissue, we next assessed the ability of the same patients’ lines to 132 

decidualize. To induce decidual differentiation, we used the classical cocktail containing cAMP, 133 

β-estradiol (E2), and synthetic progesterone analog medroxyprogesterone 17-acetate (MPA) 134 
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(Deryabin et al, 2021). To compare decidual response between the tested ESCs lines, we 135 

estimated expression of the key transcription factor FOXO1 and decidual marker genes – PRL, 136 

IGFBP1 and CLU (Fig EV1E–H). Additionally, we applied genetic tool that reflects functioning 137 

of the core decidual network by the fluorescence intensity of the reporter protein, which was 138 

designed by us and described in detail in our previous study (Deryabin et al, 2021). According to 139 

our data, the intensity of the decidual reaction varied greatly between ESCs lines (Fig EV1I).   140 

The fact that cell lines obtained from different patients demonstrated different degree of 141 

senescence markers and decidualization may seem not so surprising itself. Far more important is 142 

that we were able to reveal negative correlation between the basal level of senescence and 143 

decidualization ability, i.e. the more pronounced senescence markers were, the worse 144 

differentiation potential of such cells was (Fig 1). The extreme variants are line 2304 145 

characterized by the maximal elevation of all the tested senescence parameters and the 146 

significantly reduced decidual response, and line 1410 with the most pronounced decidual 147 

reaction and minimal if any senescence signs. Together these data evidence in favor of the 148 

negative role of ESCs senescence in endometrium functioning and provide basis for further 149 

detailed investigation of the molecular mechanisms of this influence. 150 

2. Senescent ESCs have impaired decidual response upon hormonal stimulation 151 

The initial suggestion of how ESCs senescence may influence endometrial tissue 152 

functioning was based on the assumption that senescent cells might have impaired differentiation 153 

properties. Thus, we assessed the ability of senescent ESCs to decidualize in response to 154 

hormonal supplementation. To this end, we applied in vitro model of oxidative stress-induced 155 

senescence of ESCs described in detail in our previous studies and compared decidual reactions 156 

of young and senescent ESCs treated with the hormonal cocktail (Burova et al, 2013; Borodkina 157 

et al, 2014; Griukova et al, 2019). Of note, ESCs treated with sublethal oxidative stress displayed 158 

all the common features of senescent cells, including irreversible cell cycle block, complete 159 

proliferation loss, activation of p53/p21 or p16/Rb pathways, cellular hypertrophy, increased 160 

lipofuscin accumulation, persistent DNA damage, activity of senescence-associated β-161 

galactosidase (SA-β-Gal), impaired mitochondrial functioning, increased intracellular reactive 162 

oxygen species (ROS) levels, and senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) 163 

(Borodkina et al, 2014; Griukova et al, 2019). As shown in Fig. 2a, b, young ESCs switched 164 

morphology from fibroblast-like to polygonal epithelial-like what is typical for decidualization, 165 

while morphology of senescent cells remained almost unchanged (Fig 2A and B). In line with 166 

this observation, senescent cells displayed less pronounced alterations in the expression 167 

dynamics of E-cadherin and vimentin, suggesting impaired mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition 168 

(Fig 2E). Also, we revealed significantly reduced expression of the core decidual transcription 169 

factor FOXO1 along with the decreased mRNA levels of the decidual marker genes – PRL and 170 

IGFBP1 (Fig 2C). Prolactin is secreted by the decidual cells and contribute to trophoblast growth 171 

and angiogenesis (Deryabin et al, 2020). As expected, senescent ESCs secreted lower amounts of 172 

prolactin upon decidualization compared to the young cells (Fig 2D). The proper hormonal 173 

response of ESCs is governed primarily by the two steroid hormone receptors – progesterone 174 

(PR) and estrogen (ER), whose expression increased substantially during decidualization of 175 

young ESCs (Fig 2E). However, expression of both receptors was slightly above the basal level 176 

in senescent cells upon hormonal supplementation (Fig 2E). Upon binding to progesterone PR 177 

translocates into the nucleus, where it recognizes and binds to specific DNA sequences termed 178 

progesterone responsive elements, and thus directly regulates the expression of a large number of 179 
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decidual genes (Deryabin et al, 2021). Indeed, immunofluorescent staining with PR antibodies 180 

clearly indicates PR translocation in young decidualized ESCs, while in senescent cells PR 181 

distribution in undifferentiated and differentiated states was similar (Fig 2F). It should be 182 

specifically highlighted that the disturbed decidualization of senescent ESCs was additionally 183 

verified using another senescence model – the replicative one. The main features of both types of 184 

senescent ESCs were described in our previous studies (Deryabin & Borodkina, in press; 185 

Deryabin et al, preprint). Similar to the results presented above, replicatively senescent ESCs 186 

demonstrated impairments of the proper hormonal responsiveness (Fig EV2). The data obtained 187 

clearly indicate disturbed ability of senescent ESCs to decidualize in response to hormonal 188 

stimulation. 189 

3. Time-course RNA-seq analysis revealed altered decidualization dynamics in senescent 190 

ESCs  191 

In order to detail molecular differences that occur during decidualization of young and 192 

senescent ESCs, we performed RNA-seq analysis. The starting point for the analysis was day 0 193 

(undifferentiated cells); the following time points were 4 and 8 days of differentiation. Principal 194 

component analysis clearly demonstrated different expression patterns for young and senescent 195 

cells (PC2) both before the induction of decidualization (PC1) and in each time point during 196 

differentiation (Fig 3A). By applying LRT-test we revealed 2963 (FDR<0.01) differentially 197 

expressed genes (DEGs) between young and senescent cells in course of decidualization (Table 198 

1). Based on the levels of genes expression and the direction of their alterations 2932 of the 199 

identified DEGs were further clustered into 21 groups that included not less than 19 genes (Fig 200 

3B). The obtained clusters provided clear illustration of the distinct decidualization dynamics 201 

between young and senescent ESCs. The following functional annotation of these clusters in 202 

Gene Ontology (GO) terms for Biological Processes (BP) uncovered altered responsiveness to 203 

hormones and impairments in steroid biosynthetic processes, disturbed communication with 204 

immune, epithelial and endothelial cells, improper angiogenesis and disorganized extracellular 205 

matrix during decidualization of senescent ESCs (Fig 3C). Correct progression of these 206 

processes is crucial for proper functioning of endometrial tissue. The multifaceted analysis of 207 

each cluster as well as of unclustered genes is provided in Appendix FigS1–22 and in Table1. 208 

Summarizing the data obtained, we can conclude that decidualization progression in senescent 209 

ESCs differs significantly from that in the young ones, what should certainly affect the 210 

implantation process. 211 

4. Inability of senescent ESCs to decidualize properly upon hormonal stimuli mediates 212 

impaired blastocysts invasion   213 

 The correct response of ESCs to the increasing levels of steroid hormones during the 214 

second phase of the menstrual cycle resulting in decidual transformation of endometrial tissue 215 

marks WOI (Deryabin et al, 2020). During this limited time period endometrium becomes 216 

receptive and enables further implantation. In the recent study the ‘meta-signature’ of human 217 

endometrial receptivity was unraveled (Altmäe et al, 2017). The authors identified 57 mRNA 218 

genes as putative receptivity markers. Using our RNA-seq data we analyzed the enrichment of 219 

this ‘receptivity subset’ among DEGs during decidualization of young and senescent ESCs. As 220 

shown in Fig 4A, senescent ESCs were characterized by disturbed expression of the most 221 

receptivity markers (FDR 1.58e-06), what should negatively affect the overall receptivity of the 222 

endometrial tissue, thus creating unfavorable microenvironment for embryo implantation.     223 
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Embryo implantation includes several stages: apposition (correct orientation of blastocyst 224 

towards endometrium in the uterine cavity), attachment and invasion. While the first stages 225 

mostly rely on the appropriate receptivity of endometrium, the latter stage involves direct 226 

interaction of the trophoblastic cells with decidualized stroma and its extracellular matrix (Zhu et 227 

al, 2012). According to the results of RNA-seq analysis, senescence has a huge impact on ECM 228 

organization during ESCs decidualization, what should also affect implantation process. 229 

Microphotographs presented in Fig 4B provide clear illustration of the difference in structures of 230 

ECM produced by young and senescent ESCs, namely, in case of young cells, ECM was well-231 

organized, in case of senescent cells, it was almost completely degraded. To get better 232 

understanding of the disturbances in the ECM organization linked to ESCs senescence, we 233 

detailed ‘Extracellular matrix organization’ GO term identified above (Fig …). Normally, ESCs 234 

decidualization is accompanied by the significant reorganization of ECM. That was reflected by 235 

the distinct shifts in the expression patterns of the genes composing ECM, regulating and 236 

modifying its structure during decidual transformation of young cells (Fig 4C). Contrarily, 237 

decidualization of senescent ESCs was characterized by blurred alterations in either ECM related 238 

expression pattern, demonstrating improper ECM remodeling (Fig 4C). 239 

Properly reorganized ECM of decidual ESCs creates so-called implantation site allowing 240 

further communication of trophoblastic cells with ESCs to form placental tissue. Cell-to-cell 241 

interaction requires expression of the specific ligands by one type of cells that would be on the 242 

‘key-lock system’ with the receptors exposed on the other type of cells. In the study published by 243 

Pavličev with colleagues, the authors specified the pattern of ligands and receptors expressed by 244 

decidual ESCs, for which matched pairs were found in adjacent trophoblasts (Pavličev et al, 245 

2017). When we tested the enrichment of these gene subsets among DEGs expressed by young 246 

and senescent ESCs in course of decidualization, we observed much less pronounced 247 

‘trophoblast-interacting’ profile in case of senescent cells (FDR 3.85e-02) (Fig 5A). Together 248 

these data suggest in favor of impaired embryo implantation in presence of senescent ESCs.  249 

For functional validation of the above results we used well-described ‘in vitro 250 

implantation’ model that implies estimation of the invasion area of spheroids formed from BeWo 251 

b30 cells (Grümmer et al, 1994; Weimar et al, 2013). This choriocarcinoma cell line is applied to 252 

study various aspects of implantation due to its similarity with the outer trophectoderm layer of 253 

human blastocyst (Grümmer et al, 1994). Notably, blastocyst-like spheroids demonstrated 254 

limited invasion into the monolayer of decidualizing senescent ESCs (Fig 5B and C). In order to 255 

strengthen our observations, we reproduced invasion experiments in more biologically relevant 256 

conditions, i.e. using two patients’ ESCs lines with the most pronounced differences in the 257 

severity of senescence markers and decidual response. Importantly, BeWo spheroids had much 258 

better invasion into the more ‘decidualization-prone’ line 1410, while invasion was significantly 259 

worse into the line 2304 characterized by the higher degree of senescence (Fig 5D). To sum up, 260 

we have clearly demonstrated that improper reaction of senescent ESCs towards steroid 261 

hormones negatively affects blastocyst invasion, what might lead to implantation failure. 262 

5. Senescent ESCs negatively affect decidualization of their ‘healthy’ surroundings 263 

Impaired decidualization of senescent ESCs themselves might not be the only 264 

consequence of their presence within endometrial tissue. Today it is convincingly shown that 265 

senescent cells may spread negative influence on the neighboring cells via SASP factors that can 266 

act both directly through cell contacting and distantly (Coppé et al, 2010; Borodkina et al, 2018). 267 

In our recent study we revealed that SASP factors produced by senescent ESCs caused paracrine 268 
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senescence in their surroundings (Griukova et al, 2019). Here, we tested whether senescent ESCs 269 

might interfere decidualization of the neighboring young cells. To do so, we induced 270 

decidualization in the mixed cultures consisting of young ESCs expressing our genetic construct 271 

that allows estimating complex decidual response by fluorescence of the mCherry reporter and of 272 

unlabeled young or senescent ESCs. Notably, the effectiveness of decidual reaction in young 273 

ESCs was reduced in presence of senescent ones (Fig 6A). We next reproduced the same 274 

experiment in more biologically relevant 3D culture conditions. As expected, negative impact of 275 

senescent ESCs on the decidual reaction of young cells in 3D was even more pronounced than in 276 

2D, probably, due to closer contacting (Fig 6B).  277 

Another way of how senescent cells may influence their environment is distant action of 278 

SASP; therefore, we further tested whether conditioned media (CM) form senescent ESCs, 279 

containing soluble SASP factors, would affect decidualization of young cells. As expected, we 280 

revealed that CM from senescent ESCs diminished decidualization of control cells, though the 281 

observed effects were less pronounced than during cell co-culturing (Fig 6C).   282 

Thereby, presence of senescent ESCs within endometrial tissue might lead to the 283 

following undesirable outcomes: (1) inability of senescent cells to respond properly to the 284 

hormonal stimulation; (2) significant reduction of the decidual reaction of the adjacent normal 285 

cells; (3) altered decidualization dynamics of normal ESCs located distantly from senescent 286 

cells. Finally, that would lead to disordered tissue remodeling during the second phase of the 287 

menstrual cycle, alterations in WOI establishment, and, probably, to impaired embryo 288 

implantation.  289 

6. The impact of the crucial SASP components – reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 290 

plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) – on the decidualization of young ESCs 291 

We further tried to uncover the role of the concrete SASP components in the impairment 292 

of decidual response of the senescent cells’ surroundings. We focused on ROS and PAI-1 due to 293 

several reasons. Firstly, their role in the paracrine activity of senescent cells is well established 294 

(Coppe et al, 2010; Griukova et al, 2019; Nelson et al, 2012; Nelson et al, 2018; Vaughan et al, 295 

2017). Secondly, both were proved to be extremely important for the proper functioning of 296 

endometrial stroma, and any alterations in time and level of their production might disturb 297 

implantation (Al-Sabbagh et al, 2011; Coulam et al, 2006; Salazar Garcia et al, 2016; Schattman 298 

et al, 2015).    299 

ROS are small non-protein components of SASP partially responsible for the so called 300 

‘bystander’ senescence induced in the young cells in presence of the senescent ones (Nelson et 301 

al, 2012; Nelson et al, 2018). Accumulated evidence demonstrated that adequate ROS play an 302 

integral role in initiating the endometrial decidual response, while excessive ROS can impair 303 

decidualization process and are associated with a spectrum of female reproductive disorders (Al-304 

Sabbagh et al, 2011; Schattman et al, 2015). Previously, we revealed that senescent ESCs had 305 

increased intracellular ROS levels (Borodkina et al, 2014; Deryabin & Borodkina, in press). 306 

Here we hypothesized that due to elevated intracellular ROS levels senescent ESCs should 307 

excrete more oxidizers into the extracellular space, which may further diffuse into the 308 

neighboring young cells, shift their redox balance, thus leading to improper decidualization. 309 

Using wide-spread fluorescent probe H2DCF-DA, we first confirmed increased intracellular ROS 310 

levels in senescent ESCs (Fig 7A).  311 

In order to extend these observations, we applied genetically encoded hydrogen peroxide 312 

(H2O2) biosensor – HyPer (Belousov et al, 2006). The detailed description of this genetic 313 
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construct as well as its application to estimate intracellular H2O2 levels in ESCs is provided in 314 

our previous article (Lyublinskaya et al, 2018). In brief, the intracellular level of oxidizer can be 315 

estimated by HyPer fluorescence intensity in young and senescent ESCs stably expressing 316 

HyPer. The limitation of this approach is pH-dependency of HyPer probe. This might greatly 317 

skew the results, since intracellular pH level in senescent ESCs differes significantly from that in 318 

the young cells, according to our preliminary data. To compensate for this shortcoming, we 319 

additionally applied genetically encoded pH-sensitive probe SypHer to normalize HyPer 320 

fluorescence for each tested condition. By using this approach, we were able to assess dynamic 321 

alterations in H2O2 levels during decidualization of young and senescent cells. As shown in Fig 322 

7B, decidualization of senescent ESCs was accompanied by permanently elevated H2O2 level. 323 

Furthermore, we experimentally confirmed that senescent ESCs excreted noticeably more H2O2 324 

into the extracellular space (Fig 7C). To answer whether H2O2 secreted by senescent ESCs might 325 

alter intracellular oxidizer’s level in the young neighboring cells, we co-cultured young HyPer-326 

expressing cells with unlabeled senescent or young ESCs. In accordance with our hypothesis, we 327 

observed significant increase in intracellular H2O2 levels in young ESCs cultured with senescent 328 

ones, demonstrating that senescent cells can directly transmit ROS and disturb redox balance in 329 

the neighboring young cells (Fig 7D). Unexpectedly, reduction of ROS level in senescent ESCs 330 

by applying antioxidant Tempol was not able to abolish their negative impact neither on 331 

decidualization of young neighboring cells, nor on invasion of blastocyst-like spheroids (Fig 7F–332 

G). 333 

Another SASP component chosen was PAI-1, whose controlled expression during 334 

decidualization is required for maternal ECM remodeling and proper trophoblastic invasion 335 

(Schatz et al, 1995; Mehta et al, 2014). When analyzing SASP composition of senescent ESCs, 336 

we detected enhanced secretion of PAI-1 (Griukova et al, 2019). Within the present study we 337 

modulated expression of SERPINE1 gene encoding for PAI-1 to reveal its possible impact on 338 

blastocyst invasion. By using CRISPR-Cas9 technology we obtained SERPINE1 overexpressing 339 

and knockout ESCs (Fig 7H and I, Fig 7K and L). As was suggested, increased level of PAI-1 340 

produced during decidualization of SERPINE1 overexpressing ESCs led to decreased invasion of 341 

BeWo spheroids (Fig 7M). However, SERPINE1 knockout did not compensate for the adverse 342 

effects of senescent ESCs on blastocyst invasion (Fig 7J).   343 

The data obtained demonstrated that altered paracrine activity of senescent ESCs indeed 344 

may impair embryo implantation. Nevertheless, modulation of the concrete SASP components 345 

produced by senescent ESCs was not able to reverse their negative influence, suggesting for the 346 

multifactorial impact of senescent ESCs on embryo invasion.  347 

7. Application of senomorphics diminished adverse effects of senescent ESCs on 348 

decidualization and implantation     349 

Based on the above, we finally tested whether complex regulation of the secretory 350 

activity of senescent ESCs could compensate for their presence within tissue. To this end, we 351 

focused on the senomorphics – a class of drugs proved to reduce SASP secretion without 352 

affecting viability of senescent cells (Borghesan et al, 2020). We chose two compounds 353 

rapamycin and metformin, whose senomorphic activity is well established for various cell types 354 

and different models of senescence (Borghesan et al, 2020; Song et al, 2020).  355 

We first verified that both compounds were able to reduce phenotype of senescent ESCs 356 

though did not reverse proliferation arrest, proving for their senomorphic action (Fig EV3). To 357 

test whether senomorphics were able to prevent negative influence of senescent ESCs on the 358 
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decidualization of their young surroundings, we performed the set of co-culturing experiments 359 

using our in vitro models. In brief, senescent ESCs either treated or not with the chosen 360 

compounds were co-cultured with young cells stably expressing decidual reporter system. Mixed 361 

cultures of young unlabeled ESCs and young decidual reporter-expressing cells were used as the 362 

control. We induced decidualization in such mixed cultures and estimated its effectiveness by 363 

assessing fluorescence intensity of the reporter protein. It should be specifically highlighted that 364 

senescent ESCs were treated with either compound prior to decidualization. Interestingly, only 365 

metformin was able to reverse negative impact of senescent ESCs on decidual reaction of 366 

‘healthy’ surroundings, while rapamycin had no effect (Fig 8A). We then tried to uncover the 367 

impact of senomorphics on another important consequence of ESCs senescence – impaired 368 

invasion of blastocyst-like spheroids. Treatment of senescent ESCs with metformin and 369 

rapamycin completely rescued the invasion of modeled blastocysts (Fig 8B).  370 

The most intriguing part of this study was to confirm improvement of implantation upon 371 

senomorphics using patients’ ESCs lines. As described above, invasion of blastocyst-like 372 

spheroids into the monolayer of decidualizing line 1410 with minor senescence signs was 373 

significantly better compared to line 2304 characterized by the maximal degree of senescence 374 

(Fig 8C). Both ESCs lines were treated either with metformin or rapamycin for several days. 375 

After senomorphics’ removal ESCs decidualization was initiated to perform ‘in vitro 376 

implantation’ experiments. Notably, neither metformin nor rapamycin affected blastocysts 377 

invasion efficacy into ‘non-senescent’ line 1410 (Fig 8C). However, both compounds greatly 378 

enhanced invasion of blastocyst-like spheroids into the “senescent” line 2304 (Fig 8C). Such a 379 

targeted implantation improvement upon senomorphics provides additional confirmation that 380 

ESCs senescence adversely affects embryo implantation. Furthermore, application of 381 

senomorphics can be considered as effective and safe strategy to improve embryo implantation 382 

efficacy. 383 

 384 

Discussion 385 

Development of cryopreservation and spreading of preimplantation genetic testing for 386 

aneuploidy (PGT-A) in IVF cycles highlighted significant role of endometrial factor for 387 

successful embryo implantation, which was underestimated previously. Transferring embryos 388 

with confirmed euploidy substantially increased positive IVF outcomes, though still not to 389 

100%. About 30-50% of the implantation failures remained after PGT-A probably are originated 390 

from endometrial dysfunction (Altmäe et al, 2017; Tomari et al, 2020). The latter led to a 391 

completely new comprehending of the endometrium in pregnancy establishment; proper 392 

endometrial decidualization is now considered as the foundation for healthy pregnancy that 393 

creates the appropriate quality of the “soil” (Ng et al, 2020). Indeed, impaired decidualization 394 

was shown to predispose recurrent implantation failures (RIF); in particular, primary ESCs 395 

obtained from RIF patients demonstrated poor decidual reaction and limited blastocyst-like 396 

spheroid expansion (Deryabin et al, 2020; Francis et al, 2006; Salker et al, 2010). Within the 397 

present study we tested whether premature senescence of ESCs might underlie disturbed 398 

decidualization and receptivity of endometrial stroma finally mediating impaired implantation.  399 

Before going into molecular details, we tried to reveal the link between ESCs senescence 400 

and decidualization at physiological level. To this end, we compared several primary ESCs lines 401 

obtained from patients without any endometrial pathologies planning to undergo IVF. By using 402 

this approach, we uncovered clear negative correlation between the level of senescence and the 403 
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intensity of decidual reaction in the tested ESCs lines. Moreover, ESCs line with the most 404 

pronounced senescence markers demonstrated the worst implantation efficacy. These data are in 405 

line with the recent findings of Tomari with colleagues (Tomari et al, 2020). The authors 406 

analyzed expression of senescence markers (p21 and p16) in primary ESCs lines obtained from 407 

patients undergoing IVF. Based on the outcomes of IVF cycles, patients were subdivided into 408 

two groups – receptive (with successful implantation) and non-receptive (with implantation 409 

failure). Interestingly, ESCs lines expressing high levels of p21 and p16 belonged to samples 410 

from non-receptive group with failed embryo implantation. Unfortunately, no PGT-A was 411 

performed in this study to verify euploidy of the transferred embryos, what could significantly 412 

strengthen the obtained results. Nevertheless, according to our data there is an inverse correlation 413 

between the level of senescence and decidualization/implantation in primary ESCs cultures. 414 

The most obvious way of how senescence might impair decidualization and implantation 415 

is lost proliferative capacity of senescent ESCs mediating formation of inadequate functional 416 

layer during the proliferative phase of the menstrual cycle. In accordance with this notion, 417 

previously, it was suggested that recurrent pregnancy losses (RPL) are associated with reduced 418 

plasticity of endometrial tissue due to deficiency in mesenchymal stromal cells coupled to ESCs 419 

senescence (Lucas et al, 2016). More recent study revealed the existence of highly proliferative 420 

stromal cells subpopulation – novel precursors of decidual cells – that was absent in endometrial 421 

tissue obtained from patients with RPL (Diniz‐da‐Costa et al, 2021). Within the present study, 422 

we tested whether improper hormonal responsiveness of senescent ESCs during the secretory 423 

phase might also contribute to the negative correlation between senescence and implantation. To 424 

test this assumption, we compared progression of decidualization in young and senescent ESCs. 425 

Indeed, we observed that senescent ESCs were unable to differentiate properly in response to 426 

hormonal stimuli. Along with the absence of clear mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition in such 427 

cells, expression and nuclear translocation of receptors of ovarian steroid hormones were also 428 

disturbed, what, in turn, mediated reduced expression and secretion of other genes and proteins 429 

crucial for decidual cells. These data verify suggestion that senescent ESCs have impaired 430 

decidualization ability. Interestingly, in earlier studies it was noted that aberrant accumulation of 431 

p21 caused by neddylation inhibition might contribute to senescence progression and impaired 432 

decidualization (Liao et al., 2015). Also, dysregulation of EPAC2 or calreticulin involved in 433 

hormonal responsiveness impaired ESCs decidualization in part through p21-mediated 434 

senescence (Kusama et al., 2014). Going further, we revealed that ESCs senescence might 435 

disturb all the properties crucial for normal functioning of endometrial stroma including 436 

communication with epithelial and endothelial cells, glands formation, vascularization and 437 

immune cells attraction. Such drastic alterations in decidual reaction of senescent ESCs led to the 438 

disordered expression of the top-priority biomarkers of receptive phase endometrium in humans, 439 

indicating for impaired receptivity. Notably, this subset of receptivity genes termed meta-440 

signature of endometrial receptivity was proposed to be used as a diagnostic marker of receptive 441 

endometrium during infertility treatment, while alterations in this signature might be associated 442 

with pregnancy complications including implantation failure (Altmäe et al., 2017). 443 

Since successful implantation requires bi-directional cross-talk between invading 444 

blastocyst and endometrium realized via secreted molecules, cell-to-cell or cell-to-matrix 445 

interactions, we assumed that above impairments in the decidualization of senescent ESCs 446 

detected by RNA-seq should necessarily affect implantation. Indeed, upon decidualization 447 

senescent ESCs demonstrated disorganized ECM architecture, due to deregulated expression of 448 
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ECM components, regulators and modifiers, and disturbed expression of ligands and receptors 449 

responsible for interaction with trophoblasts. Together that hindered blastocysts’ invasion as was 450 

verified by the limited invasion of blastocyst-like spheroids into the monolayers of decidualizing 451 

senescent ESCs and of decidualizing 2304 ESCs line characterized by the pronounced 452 

senescence phenotype. In line with these results, earlier it was shown that primary ESCs 453 

obtained from RIF patients characterized by reduced decidualization also demonstrated impaired 454 

implantation of modeled spheroids (Huang et al, 2017).    455 

Along with the proliferation block and diminished differentiation capacity, altered 456 

secretory profile of senescent cells is regarded to be responsible for the undesirable outcomes of 457 

their presence within tissues. SASP produced by senescent cells creates chronic pro-458 

inflammatory microenvironment, alters ECM organization and may mediate senescence 459 

spreading via paracrine action on the neighboring cells (Coppé et al, 2010; Griukova et al, 2019). 460 

In our recent study we analyzed concrete composition of SASP secreted by senescent ESCs and 461 

proved for the existence SASP-mediated paracrine senescence in the young cells (Griukova et al, 462 

2020). Here we tried to uncover whether the paracrine activity of senescent ESCs might disturb 463 

decidual response of the young neighboring cells. Indeed, we observed that both the presence of 464 

senescent ESCs and conditioned media containing SASP factors significantly reduced the 465 

efficacy of decidualization in the young ones, probably, via the secreted factors that can act both 466 

distantly and directly through cell contacts. Thus, paracrine activity of senescent ESCs should 467 

exaggerate their negative role in the functioning of endometrial tissue. Several literary findings 468 

favor this suggestion. It was shown that primary cultures obtained from RPL patients displayed 469 

prolonged proinflammatory secretory profile upon decidualization (Macklon & Brosens, 2014; 470 

Salker et al, 2012). In line with these data, Lucas et al. speculated that premature senescence and 471 

tissue inflammation might predispose RPL (Lucas et al, 2016a). Another study performed 472 

unbiased secretome analyzes of primary ESCs lines obtained from patients undergoing IVF 473 

(Durairaj et al, 2017). According to further IVF outcomes, the authors revealed that in case of 474 

successful implantation pro-inflammatory secretory profile of ESCs was strictly regulated in 475 

time, while in case of failed implantation it was prolonged and highly disordered, with the 476 

absence of clear peaks, in many ways similar to SASP. Based on that, authors suggested that 477 

deficient or damaged progenitor ESCs might be associated with RIF.  478 

Among various factors secreted by senescent cells, ROS are of extreme importance in the 479 

context of the present study. Accumulated evidence demonstrate that ROS play integral role in 480 

ESCs decidual response, while excessive ROS and oxidative stress are liked to impaired 481 

decidualization and various female reproductive disorders including RPL (Al-Sabbagh et al, 482 

2011; Schattman et al, 2015). Being important non-protein SASP components, ROS produced by 483 

senescent cells were recently shown to shift redox balance in the young neighboring cells 484 

(Nelson et al, 2012; Nelson et al, 2018). According to our data, senescent ESCs had elevated 485 

intracellular ROS levels throughout decidualization and displayed enhanced secretion of H2O2 486 

into the extracellular space. Moreover, using rather elegant approach based on genetically 487 

encoded hydrogen peroxide sensor, we confirmed that senescent ESCs can directly transmit 488 

oxidizers to the young neighboring cells. Despite these results, application of antioxidant Tempol 489 

was not able to reverse negative influence of senescent ESCs on the decidualization of young 490 

surroundings as well as on the efficacy of attachment and invasion of the modeled blastocysts.  491 

Another well-known SASP component that might have impact on the implantation 492 

process is PAI-1. Previously, we revealed that senescent ESCs secrete increased amounts of PAI-493 
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1, which is responsible for senescence transmitting (Griukova et al, 2019). With regard to 494 

implantation, waves of PAI-1 secretion should be strictly regulated in time, as an accurate 495 

balance between coagulation and fibrinolysis is mandatory for trophoblastic invasion (Mehta et 496 

al, 2014). Any disturbances in PAI-1 level can lead to pregnancy complications (Salazar Garcia 497 

et al, 2016). Particularly, increased level of PAI-1 limits trophoblastic invasion and is considered 498 

to be a risk-factor for implantation failure (Coulam et al, 2006). In line with this notion, we 499 

observed that invasion of blastocyst-like spheroids into the monolayer of decidualizing ESCs 500 

overexpressing PAI-1 was impaired. Nevertheless, PAI-1 knockout did not improve invasion of 501 

the modeled blastocysts.  502 

The data described above evidenced that SASP is an additional mechanism of how 503 

senescent ESCs might disturb decidualization and implantation. However, removal of the 504 

individual SASP components (e.g. ROS or PAI-1) is insufficient to neutralize negative effects of 505 

senescent ESCs, what evidences for the multifactorial action of SASP. Thus, we finally tested 506 

whether complete SASP prevention by the senomorphics, namely rapamycin and metformin, 507 

could abolish adverse influence of senescent cells on decidualization of their “healthy” 508 

surroundings as well as on blastocyst implantation. Interestingly, among the compounds applied 509 

only metformin was able to prevent both undesirable outcomes of ESCs senescence. Treatment 510 

of senescent cells with rapamycin positively affected invasion of spheroids. Such differences 511 

might be due to varied effectiveness of the chosen senomorphics to suppress SASP production 512 

by senescent ESCs. Altogether, these findings contradict to some extent the existing literary data. 513 

Namely, it was shown that application of rapamycin led to decreased expression of PRL and 514 

IGFBP1, indicating impaired decidualization (Brighton et al, 2017). Another senomorphic 515 

compound – resveratrol – was also shown to have anti-deciduogenic properties reducing 516 

expression of PRL and IGFBP1 (Ochiai et al, 2019a). Moreover, the results of the clinical study 517 

demonstrated that continuous supplementation of resveratrol led to lower implantation rates 518 

(Ochiai et al, 2019b). Contrarily, we revealed that application of rapamycin or metformin 519 

improved ability of ESCs line with impaired decidual reaction (probably due to enhanced level 520 

of senescence) to accept blastocysts. The recently published study provided probable 521 

experimental explanation for this disagreement. The authors demonstrated that negative or 522 

beneficial outcomes of resveratrol application are strictly related on the phase of the menstrual 523 

cycle (Kuroda et al, 2020). If resveratrol supplementation is restricted to proliferative phase, 524 

similar to what we performed in the present study using other senomorphics, it would not 525 

adversely impact on embryo implantation or ESCs decidualization (Kuroda et al, 2020). 526 

However, when this compound is added during WOI it inhibits decidual transformation of the 527 

endometrium, what was discovered in the mentioned above studies (Brighton et al, 2017; Ochiai 528 

et al, 2019a). 529 

Taken together, presence of senescent ESCs within endometrium as well as SASP 530 

secretion reduce hormonal responsiveness of this tissue and impair embryo implantation. 531 

Application of senomorphics during proliferative phase of the menstrual cycle may be 532 

considered as the promising strategy to reduce SASP production and to prepare tissue for further 533 

embryo implantation.  534 

 535 

Materials and Methods  536 

1. Endometrial sampling and primary ESCs cultures 537 
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The study was approved by the Local Bioethics Committee of the Institute of Cytology of the 538 

Russian Academy of Sciences. Endometrial biopsies were obtained under the cooperation 539 

agreement with the Almazov National Medical Research Centre. None of the subjects were on 540 

hormonal treatments prior to the procedure. Written informed consents were obtained from all 541 

participants in accordance with the guidelines in The Declaration of Helsinki 2000. ESCs were 542 

isolated from endometrial tissues as described previously (Deryabin et al, 2021). Cells were 543 

cultured in DMEM/F12 (Gibco BRL, USA) at 37 ˚C in humidified incubator, containing 5 % 544 

CO2. Cultural media was supplemented with 10 % FBS (HyClone, USA), 1 % penicillin-545 

streptomycin (Gibco BRL, USA) and 1 % glutamax (Gibco BRL, USA). Serial passaging was 546 

performed when the cells reached 80%–90% confluence. 547 

2. BeWo b30 culture conditions  548 

The original BeWo cell line is available through American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; cat. 549 

no. CCL-98). More adhesive BeWo clone (b30) used in the present study was created by Dr. 550 

Alan Schwartz (Washington University, St. Louis, MO). BeWo b30 were obtained from 551 

Scientific Research Centre Bioclinicum (Moscow, Russia) by agreement with Dr. Alan Schwartz 552 

(Washington University, St. Louis, MO). Cells were cultured in DMEM/F12 (Gibco BRL, USA) 553 

at 37 ˚C in humidified incubator, containing 5 % CO2. Cultural media was supplemented with 10 554 

% FBS (HyClone, USA), 1 % penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco BRL, USA) and 1 % glutamax 555 

(Gibco BRL, USA).    556 

3. Decidualization induction  557 

Confluent ESCs monolayers were decidualized in DMEM/F12 containing 2 % FBS 558 

supplemented with 0.3 mM N6,2′-O-Dibutyryladenosine 3′,5′-cyclic monophosphate sodium salt 559 

(cAMP) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 10 nM β-Estradiol (E2) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and 1 µM 560 

medroxyprogesterone 17-acetate (MPA) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). 561 

4. Senescence induction and conditioned media collection 562 

For oxidative stress-induced senescence ESCs were treated with 200 µM H2O2 (Sigma-Aldrich, 563 

USA) for 1 h. Cells were considered senescent not earlier than 14 days after treatment. ESCs 564 

were considered replicatively senescent after 25 passages. CM was collected according to the 565 

procedure described in detail in Griukova et al, 2019.  566 

5. Flow cytometry 567 

Measurements of proliferation, cell size, autofluorescence (lipofuscin accumulation), the 568 

intensity of decidual reaction, levels of intracellular ROS and H2O2 were carried out by flow 569 

cytometry. Flow cytometry was performed using the CytoFLEX (Beckman Coulter, USA) and 570 

the obtained data were analyzed using CytExpert software version 2.0. Adherent cells were 571 

rinsed twice with PBS and harvested by trypsinization. Detached cells were pooled and 572 

resuspended in fresh medium and then counted and analyzed for autofluorescence. The cell size 573 

was evaluated by cytometric forward light scattering. Intracellular ROS levels were assessed 574 

using H2DCF-DA dye (Invitrogen, USA). The staining procedure was carried out as described 575 

previously (Griukova et al, 2019). For estimation of decidual response ESCs transduced by the 576 

Dec_pPRL-mCherry lentiviruses were used. The detailed procedure is described in our recent 577 

study (Deryabin et al., 2021). To assess intracellular H2O2/pH levels HyPer/SypHer-expressing 578 

cells were used. The technical features of these cytometric measurements can be found in the 579 

previous studies (Lyublinskaya et al., 2018; Deryabin & Borodkina, in press).  580 

6. Western blotting 581 
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Western blotting was performed as described previously (Borodkina et al., 2014). SDS-PAGE 582 

electrophoresis, transfer to nitrocellulose membrane and immunoblotting with ECL (Thermo 583 

Scientific, USA) detection were performed according to standard manufacturer’s protocols (Bio-584 

Rad Laboratories, USA). Antibodies against the following proteins were used: glyceraldehyde-3-585 

phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (clone 14C10) (#2118, Cell Signaling, USA), E-cadherin 586 

(clone HECD-1) (ab1416, Abcam, UK), vimentin (clone RV202) (ab8978, Abcam, UK), 587 

progesterone receptor A/B (clone D8Q2J) (#8757, Cell Signaling, USA), estrogen receptor α 588 

(clone D6R2W), HMGB1 (clone D3E5) (#6893, Cell Signaling, USA), phospho-p53 (Ser15) 589 

(clone 16G8) (#9286, Cell Signaling, USA), p21 (clone 12D1) (#2947, Cell Signaling, USA), 590 

phospho-Rb (Ser807/811) (#8516, Cell Signaling, USA), p16 INK4A (clone D3W8G) (#92803, 591 

Cell Signaling, USA), PAI-1 (clone D9C4) (#11907, Cell Signaling, USA) as well as horseradish 592 

peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (GAR-HRP, Cell Signaling, USA) and anti-mouse 593 

IgG (GAM-HRP, Cell Signaling, USA). 594 

7. Senescence-associated β-galactosidase staining 595 

Senescence-associated β-galactosidase staining was performed using senescence β-galactosidase 596 

staining kit (Cell Signaling, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative 597 

analysis of images was produced with the application of MatLab package, according to the 598 

algorithm described in the relevant paper (Shlush et al, 2011). For each experimental point not 599 

less 50 randomly selected cells were analyzed. 600 

8. RNA extraction, reverse transcription and real time PCR 601 

RNA extraction, reverse transcription and real time PCR were performed as described in our 602 

previous study (Griukova et al, 2019). Reagents for RNA extraction (ExtractRNA reagent), for 603 

reverse transcription (MMLV RT kit) and for real time PCR (HS SYBR kit) were obtained from 604 

Evrogen, Russia. Gene expression levels were assessed using the Realtime PCR BioRad CFX-96 605 

amplifier (BioRad, USA), the following analysis of the obtained data was performed using the 606 

Bio-Rad CFX Manager software (BioRad, USA). Primer sequences and the corresponding 607 

annealing temperatures are listed in Table 2.  608 

Table 2 – Primer oligonucleotide sequences 609 

# Oligonucleotide Sequence 
Annealing 

temperature 

1 GAPDH forward 5’-GAGGTCAATGAAGGGGTCAT-3’ 56.0 

2 GAPDH reverse 5’-AGTCAACGGATTTGGTCGTA-3’ 56.0 

3 FOXO1 forward 5’-TCTACGAGTGGATGGTCAAGA-3’ 57.5 

4 FOXO1 reverse 5’-ATGAACTTGCTGTGTAGGGAC-3’ 57.5 

5 IGFBP1 forward 5’-GCAGACAGTGTGAGACATCC-3’ 57.5 

6 IGFBP1 reverse 5’-GAGACCCAGGGATCCTCTTC-3’ 57.5 

7 PRL forward 5’-ATGAAGAGTCTCGCCTTTCT-3’ 56.0 

8 PRL reverse 5’-TGTTGTTGTGGATGATTCGG-3’ 56.0 

9 CLU forward  5’-AAGAAAGAGGATGCCCTAAATGAG-3’  57.5 

10 CLU reverse 5’-TTCATGCAGGTCTGTTTCAGG-3’ 57.5 

 11 SERPINE1 forward 5′-CAGAAACAGTGTGCATGGGTTA-3′ 62.0 

12 SERPINE1 reverse 5′-CACGCATCTGACATTTCTTCCT-3′ 62.0 

 610 

9. Molecular cloning 611 
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For CRISPR-mediated SERPINE1 knockout and transactivation the following lentivectors were 612 

used: pCC_01 - hU6-BsmBI-sgRNA(E+F)-barcode-EFS-Cas9-NLS-2A-Puro-WPRE (Addgene 613 

139086, Legut et al, 2020) and pCC_05 - hU6-BsmBI-sgRNA(E+F)-barcode-EFS-dCas9-NLS-614 

VPR-2A-Puro-WPRE (Addgene 139090, Legut et al, 2020). Oligonucleotide sequences for 615 

single guide RNAs (sgRNAs), sgRNAs design and cloning procedures were performed in 616 

accordance with previously described (Deryabin et al, 2019). 617 

10. Lentiviral transduction 618 

ESCs were transduced with the following lentiviruses: Dec_pPRL-mCherry (Deryabin et al., 619 

2021), cyto-HyPer and SyPher (Lyublinskaya et al., 2018; Deryabin & Borodkina, in press), 620 

CRISPR-Cas9-based lentivuruses for SERPINE1 knockout or overexpression. Protocols of 621 

lentiviral particles production and ESCs lentiviral transduction are described in detail in our 622 

previous article (Deryabin et al., 2019).  623 

11. ELISA 624 

The amounts of secreted prolactin were quantified in the cell supernatants by the Prolactin 625 

Human ELISA Kit (Abcam, USA). The data were normalized to the total amount of protein 626 

determined by the Bradford method. To determine the concentration of secreted proteins in 627 

samples, GraphPad Prism 5 was used. 628 

12. Immunofluorescence  629 

Cells grown on coverslips were fixed with 4 % formaldehyde (15 min), permeabilized with 0.1 630 

% Triton X-100 (10 min) and blocked with 1% BSA (1 h). Cells were incubated with 631 

progesterone receptor A/B (clone D8Q2J) (#8757, Cell Signaling, USA) primary antibodies 632 

overnight at 4 ˚C, followed by the incubation with secondary antibodies ‒ Alexa Fluor 568 goat 633 

anti-rabbit (Invitrogen, USA) for 1 h at room temperature. The slides were counterstained with 1 634 

μg/ml DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), mounted using 2 % propyl gallate and analyzed using 635 

Olympus FV3000 confocal microscope (Olympus, Japan). To visualize F-actin cytoskeleton, 636 

cells were fixed, permiabilized and blocked as described above and then incubated with 637 

rhodamine phalloidin (Thermo Scientific, USA) for 30 min at 37˚C. ZOE Fluorescent Cell 638 

Imager (BioRad, USA) was used to view and acquire images.  639 

13. Bioinformatics 640 

RNA-seq reads processing, lightweight-mapping, transcript abundances estimation, and 641 

differential expression analysis were conducted as described previously (Deryabin et al, 2021). 642 

Summarized to a gene level expression count matrix was filtered to contain rows having at least 643 

2 estimated counts across half of the samples, the resulting matrix contained 19609 genes. 644 

Differential expression analysis and log fold changes (LFC) estimation were computed using 645 

DESeq2 (version 1.26.0) with the use of LRT-test (Love et al, 2014) (Table 1) with reducing 646 

formula to get difference for interaction between senescence state and differentiation status. 2963 647 

genes with estimated FDR < 0.01 were defined to be statistically differentially expressed and 648 

subjected further to co-expession analysis. Clusterization of identified DEGs were performed 649 

with the use of DEGreport package (version 1.28.0). Obtained clusters were further represented 650 

via heatmaps and functionally annotated in GO:BP terms using pheatmap (version 1.0.12) and 651 

clusterProfiler (version 3.14.3) R packages as described previously (Yu et al, 2012; Deryabin et 652 

al, 2021).  653 

14. Preparation of spheroids from ESCs or BeWo b30 654 

Spheroids were formed using the hanging drop technique. 7*10
3
 cells per 35 μL were 655 

placed in drops on the cover of 100 mm culture dishes and then inverted over the dish. For 656 
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effective formation of BeWo b30 spheroids 0.2 % methylcellulose was added. Cells 657 

spontaneously aggregated in hanging drops for 48 h and then were transferred into dishes coated 658 

with 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA; Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Single cell suspension was 659 

obtained by ESCs spheroid treatment with 0.05 % trypsin/EDTA to assess the effectiveness of 660 

ESCs decidualization.  661 

15. In vitro invasion model 662 

Spheroids formed from BeWo b30 were seeded on top of the monolayers of decidualized ESCs. 663 

Cells were cultured for 72 h (except for Fig 5B and C) at 37 ˚C in humidified incubator, 664 

containing 5 % CO2 before imaging. Quantitative analysis of the invasion area was produced 665 

with the application of ImageJ software. Not less than 30 spheroids for each sample were 666 

analyzed.      667 

16. Estimation of H2O2 excretion 668 

To assess the amounts of H2O2 excreted by ESCs into the extracellular space Amplex™ 669 

Red Hydrogen Peroxide/Peroxidase Assay Kit (Invitrogen, USA) was used according to 670 

manufacturer’s instructions.  671 

17. Antioxidant and senomorphics supplementation schemes  672 

Senescent ESCs were treated with 2 mM tempol (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA), 200 673 

nM rapamycin (Calbiochem, USA), 5 mM metformin (Merk, Germany) for 7 days prior to 674 

decidualization induction. Cell culture medium supplemented with either compound was 675 

changed daily.   676 

18. Statistical analysis 677 

All quantitative data are shown as mean ± SD or as median ± IQR (indicated for each figure). To 678 

get significance in the difference between two groups Students t-test was applied. For multiple 679 

comparisons between groups, one- or two-way ANOVA with Tukey HSD was used. Statistical 680 

analysis was performed using R software version 4.1. 681 

 682 

Data availability 683 

RNA-Seq data: Gene Expression Omnibus GSE160702 (https://www-ncbi-nlm-nih-684 

gov.ezproxy.u-pec.fr/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE160702) 685 

The raw data generated during and/or analyzed in the current study are available from the 686 

corresponding author on request. 687 
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 702 

The Paper Explained 703 

PROBLEM 704 

Infertility is a crucial health issue worldwide. The number of women of reproductive age 705 

suffering from infertility increases annually. In vitro fertilization (IVF) is considered to be the 706 

leading approach for infertility curing. Transferring embryos with confirmed euploidy due to 707 

preimplantation genetic testing (PGT-A) for aneuploidy substantially increased IVF efficacy, 708 

though still not to 100 %. Therefore, the search for new approaches to improve the successful 709 

outcomes of IVF is ongoing. About one-third of implantation failures remained after PGT-A are 710 

regarded to be mediated by inadequate endometrial receptivity. Particularly, impaired 711 

decidualization (hormone-regulated differentiation of endometrial stromal cells into decidual 712 

ones) is proved to mediate implantation failures. However, molecular mechanisms underlying 713 

disturbed decidualization as well as the ways to improve it are not yet clear.  714 

 715 

RESULTS 716 

We found that premature senescence of endometrial stromal cells (ESCs) might be the cause for 717 

impaired decidualization. Using both in vitro models and patients’ lines we revealed that 718 

senescence negatively affected hormone-induced decidual transformation of the stromal 719 

compartment of endometrium. Application of bioinformatics uncovered crucial disturbances in 720 

decidual reaction of senescent ESCs that might affect embryo invasion, such as altered “meta-721 

signature” of human endometrial receptivity, disturbed ligand-receptor interaction with 722 

trophoblasts and modified architecture of extracellular matrix. These bioinformatic predictions of 723 

impaired embryo implantation were functionally validated using in vitro implantation model. 724 

Moreover, we observed that senescent ESCs probably via altered secretome caused “bystander” 725 

quenching of decidual reaction in adjacent cells reinforcing dysfunction of stromal compartment. 726 

Implementation of senomorphics that reduced senescence phenotype diminished adverse effects 727 

of senescent ESCs on decidualization and implantation in both in vitro models and patients’ 728 

lines. 729 

 730 

IMPACT 731 

Presence of senescent ESCs within stromal compartment of the endometrium might be 732 

considered as a risk-factor for embryo implantation failure. Application of senomorphics during 733 

the proliferative phase of the menstrual cycle seems to be a promising strategy to alleviate 734 

negative effects of senescent ESCs and to increase implantation rates during IVF treatment. 735 
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Figure Legends 998 

Figure 1 – Correlation between the basal level of senescence and decidualization ability of 999 

the primary ESCs lines.  1000 

Data information: Data are presented as max-min normalized values; the original values for each 1001 

parameter are provided Fig EV1. 1002 

Figure 2 – Impaired decidual differentiation of senescent ESCs.  1003 

A, B Disturbed morphology of senescent ESCs upon decidualization observed in bright-field (A) 1004 

and by F-actin cytoskeleton visualization (B). Scale bars: 100 μm.   1005 

C Quantitative RT-PCR detection of PRL, IGFBP1, FOXO1, CLU expression levels in young 1006 

and senescent ESCs (n = 3 for each sample). 1007 

D Prolactin secretion assessment in young and senescent ESCs (n = 3 for each sample).   1008 
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E Expression and phosphorylation levels of the proteins related to senescence (pp53, p21, p16), 1009 

to decidualization (PR and ER) and to mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition (E-cadherin, 1010 

vimentin) in undifferentiated and decidualized young and senescent ESCs.   1011 

F Immunofluorescent staining with PR antibodies. Scale bars: 50 μm.   1012 

 Data information: In (C), data are presented as mean ± SD. In (D), data are presented as median 1013 

± IQR. ***P<0.005 (two-sided ANOVA). 1014 

Figure 3 – Comparative analysis of the decidualization dynamics between young and 1015 

senescent ESCs.  1016 

A PCA plot displaying global gene expression profiles in young and senescent ESCs during 1017 

decidualization progression (n = 4 for each condition).   1018 

B Clusterization of the identified DEGs based on the levels of genes expression and the direction 1019 

of their alterations. Each cluster included not less than 19 genes. 1020 

C Functional annotation of the identified clusters in GO:BP terms. 1021 

Data information: In (B), expression values are presented as VST transformed normalized 1022 

counts.  1023 

Figure 4 – Disturbed ‘meta-signature’ of endometrial receptivity and ‘extracellular matrix 1024 

organization’ upon decidualization of senescent ESCs. 1025 

A Gene expression heatmap referred to “meta-signature” of endometrial receptivity for young 1026 

and senescent cells during decidualization (n = 4 for each condition).  1027 

B Bright-field images of ECM produced by young and senescent ESCs. Scale bars: 100 μm. 1028 

C Gene expression heatmaps referred to ‘extracellular matrix organization’ GO:BP term 1029 

subgrouped into ‘ECM components’, ‘ECM modifiers’ and ‘ECM regulators’ for young and 1030 

senescent cells during decidualization (n = 4 for each condition).   1031 

Data information: In (A) and (C), expression values are presented as VST transformed 1032 

normalized counts.  1033 

Figure 5 – Senescent ESCs demonstrate impaired “trophoblast-interacting” profile and 1034 

limited trophoblasts invasion during decidualization. 1035 

A Gene expression heatmaps of core ligands (top) and receptors (bottom) responsible for 1036 

interaction with trophoblasts (n = 4 for each condition).    1037 

B Bright-field and immunofluorescent representative images of BeWo spheroids invasion into 1038 

the monolayers of decidualizaing young or senescent ESCs. Scale bars: 100 μm. 1039 

C Quantification of invasion areas of BeWo spheroids for (B) (n = 30 spheroids for each 1040 

condition).  1041 
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D Quantification of invasion areas of BeWo spheroids into the decidualizing monolayers of 1042 

‘decidualization-prone’1410 ESCs line and of ‘senescence-prone’ 2304 ESCs line (n = 30 1043 

spheroids for each condition).  1044 

Data information: In (A), expression values are presented as VST transformed normalized 1045 

counts. In (C) and (D), data are presented as median ± IQR. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.005 (C) 1046 

(two-way ANOVA with Tukey HSD), (D) (Student's t-test). 1047 

Figure 6 – Presence of senescent ESCs causes ‘bystander’ quenching of decidual response 1048 

in the nearby cells. 1049 

A Fluorescence intensity of the decidual reporter protein in undifferentiated and decidualized 1050 

ESCs co-cultured with young or senescent cells in 2D conditions (n = 3).   1051 

B The same as for (A) in 3D conditions (n = 3).   1052 

C Fluorescence intensity of the decidual reporter protein in ESCs decidualized in CM collected 1053 

from young or senescent ESCs (n = 3). 1054 

Data information: In (A–C), data are presented as mean ± SD. *P<0.05, ▀P<0.1 (ANOVA with 1055 

Tukey HSD). 1056 

Figure 7 – Modulating production of the crucial SASP components ROS and PAI-1 by 1057 

senescent ESCs is insufficient to alleviate their negative impact on nearby cells and on 1058 

trophoblasts invasion.   1059 

A Intracellular ROS estimation by DCF fluorescence intensity (n = 3).  1060 

B Dynamics of intracellular H2O2 levels in young and senescent ESCs in course of 1061 

decidualization assessed by Hyper/SypHer ratios (n = 3).  1062 

C Amounts of H2O2 excreted into the intracellular space by young and senescent ESCs (n = 3).  1063 

D Hyper/SypHer ratios in Hyper/SypHer-expressing ESCs co-cultured with young or senescent 1064 

cells reflecting H2O2 transmitting (n = 3).   1065 

E Decreased intracellular ROS levels in ESCs upon tempol treatment estimated by DCF 1066 

fluorescence intensity (n = 3). 1067 

F Fluorescence intensity of the decidual reporter protein in undifferentiated and decidualized 1068 

ESCs co-cultured with young, senescent, or tempol-pretreated senescent cells (n = 3).   1069 

G Quantification of invasion areas of BeWo spheroids into the monolayers of decidualizaing 1070 

young, senescent or tempol-pretreated senescent ESCs (n = 30 spheroids for each condition). 1071 

H, I Verification of CRISPR-Cas9 mediated SERPINE1 knockout in ESCs performed by 1072 

Western blotting (H) and RT-PCR (I) (n = 3).  1073 

J Quantification of invasion areas of BeWo spheroids into the monolayers of decidualizaing 1074 

senescent ESCs with or without SERPINE1 knockout (n = 30 spheroids for each condition). 1075 
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K, L Verification of CRISPR-Cas9 mediated SERPINE1 overexpression in ESCs performed by 1076 

Western blotting (K) and RT-PCR (L) (n = 3).  1077 

M Quantification of invasion areas of BeWo spheroids into the monolayers of decidualizaing 1078 

ESCs with or without SERPINE1 overexpression (n = 30 spheroids for each condition). 1079 

Data information: In (A–F), (I) and (L), data are presented as mean ± SD. In (G) and (M) data 1080 

are presented as median ± IQR. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.005 vs senescent cells, #P<0.05, 1081 

##P<0.01 vs young cells (A), (B), (F), (D) (ANOVA with Tukey HSD), (C), (D), (E), (I), (J), 1082 

(L), (M) (Student's t-test).    1083 

Figure 8 – Senomorphics restore decidualization and trophoblasts invasion impaired by 1084 

senescent ESCs.  1085 

A Fluorescence intensity of the decidual reporter protein in undifferentiated and decidualized 1086 

ESCs co-cultured with young, senescent, metformin-pretreated, or rapamycin-pretreated 1087 

senescent cells (n = 3).   1088 

B Quantification of invasion areas of BeWo spheroids into the monolayers of decidualizaing 1089 

young, senescent, metformin-pretreated, or rapamycin-pretreated senescent ESCs (n = 30 1090 

spheroids for each condition). 1091 

C Quantification of invasion areas of BeWo spheroids into the decidualizing monolayers of 1092 

‘decidualization-prone’1410 ESCs line and of ‘senescence-prone’ 2304 ESCs line either 1093 

untreated or pretreated with metformin or rapamycin for 5 days prior decidualization induction  1094 

(n = 30 spheroids for each condition).  1095 

Data information: In (A), data are presented as mean ± SD. In (B) and (C), data are presented as 1096 

median ± IQR. **P<0.01, ***P<0.005 vs senescent cells, #P<0.05 vs young cells (ANOVA with 1097 

Tukey HSD).    1098 

 1099 

Legends to Expanded View Figures 1100 

Expanded View Figure 1 – Senescence and decidual markers assessed in primary ESCs 1101 

cultures. 1102 

A, B, C, D Assessment of senescence markers in primary ESCs lines: SA-β-Gal activity (A), cell 1103 

size (B), lipofuscin accumulation (C), expression of CDKN2A gene (D) (n = 3 for each sample).  1104 

E, F, G, H,  Estimation of the core parameters of decidual differentiation in primary ESCs lines: 1105 

expression of FOXO1 (E), PRL (F), IGFBP-1 (G), CLU (H) genes and fluorescence intensity of 1106 

decidual reporter protein (I) (n = 3 for each sample). 1107 

Data information: Data are presented as mean ± SD.  1108 

Expanded View Figure 2 – Impaired decidualization of replicatively senescent ESCs. 1109 

A Bright-field images of young and replicatively senescent ESCs before and after 1110 

decidualization. Scale bars: 100 μm. 1111 
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B Quantitative RT-PCR detection of PRL and IGFBP1 expression levels in young and 1112 

replicatively senescent ESCs (n = 3 for each sample). 1113 

Data information: Data are presented as mean ± SD. ***P<0.005 (two-sided ANOVA). 1114 

Expanded View Figure 3 – Senomorphic compounds – rapamycin and metformin – reduce 1115 

phenotype of senescent ESCs. 1116 

A Representative images and quantification of SA-β-Gal activity in young, senescent and 1117 

rapamycin/metformin-pretreated senescent ESCs (n = 50).   1118 

B, C, D Assessment of cell size (B), lipofuscin accumulation (C), expression levels of HMGB1, 1119 

p21 and phosphorylation levels of p53 and Rb proteins (D) in young, senescent and 1120 

rapamycin/metformin-pretreated senescent ESCs (n = 3).  1121 

Data information: In (A), data are presented as median ± IQR. In (B) and (C), data are presented 1122 

as mean ± SD. ***P<0.005 vs senescent cells, ##P<0.01, ###P<0.005  vs young cells (ANOVA 1123 

with Tukey HSD). 1124 

 1125 

Appendix 1126 

Appendix FigS1–22 – The multifaceted analysis of each cluster presented in Fig 3B as well 1127 

as of the non-clustered DEGs. 1128 

 1129 

Tables 1130 

Table 1 – Extended results of bioinformatic analysis of RNA-Seq data.  1131 

List1 Results of differential gene expression estimation among all six groups in the dataset 1132 

(LRT-test). 1133 

List2 Differentially expressed genes (LRT-test p.adj < 0.01) from List1 subjected to clusters.  1134 

List3–24 Enrichment analysis results for Clusters form 1 to 21 and for non-clustered DEGs in 1135 

Gene Ontology Biological Processes terms. 1136 
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Fig 2. 
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Fig 3.  
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Fig 4. 
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Fig 5.  

 

Fig 6. 
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Fig 7. 

 

Fig 8. 
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Fig EV1. 
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Fig EV2. 

 

Fig EV3. 
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Appendix Fig S1. Cluster 1  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms   
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Appendix Fig S2. Cluster 2  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms   
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Appendix Fig S3. Cluster 3  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms  
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Appendix Fig S4. Cluster 4  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S5. Cluster 5  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S6. Cluster 6  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S7. Cluster 7  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S8. Cluster 8  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S9. Cluster 9  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S10. Cluster 10  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S11. Cluster 11  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S12. Cluster 12  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S13. Cluster 13  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S14. Cluster 14  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S15. Cluster 15  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S16. Cluster 16  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S17. Cluster 17  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S18. Cluster 18  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S19. Cluster 19  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S20. Cluster 20  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S21. Cluster 21  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Appendix Fig S22. Non-clustered genes  

A Expression of genes forming cluster 

B Heatmap reflecting expression of the top 50 DEGs in cluster 

C Functional enrichment analysis (FEA) of clustered genes in GO:BP terms 
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Enrichment analysis results for non-clustered DEGs in Gene Ontology Biological Processes terms 

ID DescriptionGeneRatio BgRatio pvalue p.adjust qvalue geneID Count
GO:000669GO:000669cholesterol 4/29 72/18862 4.31E-06 0.001341 0.001098 FDFT1/EBP 4
GO:190265GO:190265secondary 4/29 72/18862 4.31E-06 0.001341 0.001098 FDFT1/EBP 4
GO:001612GO:001612sterol biosy4/29 78/18862 5.94E-06 0.001341 0.001098 FDFT1/EBP 4
GO:000669GO:000669steroid bios5/29 190/18862 9.6E-06 0.001625 0.001331 FDFT1/EBP 5
GO:000820GO:000820cholesterol 4/29 149/18862 7.62E-05 0.009247 0.007577 FDFT1/EBP 4
GO:004616GO:004616alcohol bio 4/29 156/18862 9.1E-05 0.009247 0.007577 FDFT1/EBP 4
GO:190265GO:190265secondary 4/29 158/18862 9.56E-05 0.009247 0.007577 FDFT1/EBP 4
GO:001612GO:001612sterol meta4/29 165/18862 0.000113 0.009568 0.00784 FDFT1/EBP 4
GO:000820GO:000820steroid met5/29 329/18862 0.000132 0.009916 0.008125 FDFT1/EBP 5
GO:005188GO:005188mitochond 2/29 22/18862 0.000517 0.034445 0.028224 CASP1/PPP 2
GO:190161GO:190161organic hyd4/29 251/18862 0.00056 0.034445 0.028224 FDFT1/EBP 4
GO:000709GO:000709centrosome3/29 129/18862 0.001003 0.053764 0.044054 HAUS1/BBS 3
GO:003319GO:003319response to2/29 31/18862 0.001032 0.053764 0.044054 CASP1/P2R 2
GO:003102GO:003102microtubul 3/29 140/18862 0.00127 0.061393 0.050306 HAUS1/BBS 3
GO:000606GO:000606alcohol me 4/29 373/18862 0.002417 0.098132 0.08041 FDFT1/EBP 4
GO:004554GO:004554regulation 2/29 48/18862 0.002464 0.098132 0.08041 FDFT1/GGP 2
GO:010611GO:010611regulation 2/29 48/18862 0.002464 0.098132 0.08041 FDFT1/GGP 2
GO:009018GO:009018regulation 2/29 61/18862 0.003949 0.144702 0.11857 FDFT1/GGP 2
GO:004239GO:004239regulation 4/29 431/18862 0.004061 0.144702 0.11857 CASP1/PPP 4
GO:004225GO:004225ribosome a2/29 64/18862 0.004338 0.146827 0.120311 RSL24D1/N 2
GO:005188GO:005188regulation 2/29 71/18862 0.005311 0.167951 0.13762 CASP1/PPP 2
GO:004227GO:004227ribosomal l 2/29 72/18862 0.005458 0.167951 0.13762 RSL24D1/N 2
GO:190293GO:190293regulation 2/29 75/18862 0.005909 0.173917 0.142509 FDFT1/GGP 2
GO:005189GO:005189membrane 2/29 87/18862 0.007875 0.222147 0.182028 CASP1/PPP 2
GO:003246GO:003246regulation 2/29 90/18862 0.008407 0.223184 0.182878 BBS4/PLK2 2
GO:005081GO:005081regulation 2/29 91/18862 0.008588 0.223184 0.182878 FDFT1/GGP 2
GO:004225GO:004225ribosome b3/29 307/18862 0.011409 0.223184 0.182878 RSL24D1/S 3
GO:001921GO:001921regulation 2/29 122/18862 0.015031 0.223184 0.182878 FDFT1/GGP 2
GO:000275GO:000275regulation 1/29 10/18862 0.015273 0.223184 0.182878 PPP2R3C 1
GO:001588GO:001588heme trans1/29 10/18862 0.015273 0.223184 0.182878 ABCB7 1
GO:001802GO:001802peptidyl-lys1/29 10/18862 0.015273 0.223184 0.182878 EEF1AKMT 1
GO:003265GO:003265regulation 1/29 10/18862 0.015273 0.223184 0.182878 CASP1 1
GO:004564GO:004564negative re1/29 10/18862 0.015273 0.223184 0.182878 ZFP36 1
GO:000672GO:000672terpenoid m2/29 124/18862 0.015501 0.223184 0.182878 FDFT1/GGP 2
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